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       14TH MARCH / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 9 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ NEWS FOR THE LAZY NAVAL ACTION PLAYER NAVAL ENSIGN OF THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE: THE CURRENT TOP DOG. Russia continues to dominate the Caribbean A SNOW STABBING GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 14.02.2020 GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH On the 14th day of the 3rd month in the Year of 13.03.2020 our Lord 2020, the Russian Empire continues to dominate the Caribbean as it has done so for Active members of the clan SNOW have, months. with a clear majority, voted to leave the Dutch nation. SNOW has in the past held these votes and affirmed their commitment to the Dutch. Unfortunately, the hatred of some clans is so great that they were willing to destroy the Dutch in order to see SNOW leave. LIONS finally got the knife in. A SNOW representative was making Dutch players foolishly believed that claims of positive progress in negotiations with the co-operation between the two had ceased. Prussians. The Prussians offered fairly Unbeknown until today they had been working generous terms for the Dutch and both together and in fact had encouraged the initial parties were on the verge of agreeing to a invasion of the Dutch. permanent peace. Hats off to LIONS! I admire their ruthlessness LIONS clan leader Makrian decided to and lack of morals in crushing their enemies. A torpedo this initiative stating and invited the conspiracy to remember! I have not seen Prussians to invade the Dutch. The intention anything as close to EVE Online since I began is that LIONS will then be given the most playing Naval Action. valuable Dutch ports with Prussian assurances of protection to prevent this being undone. Black snowflakes descend upon Willemstad to curse LIONS as SNOW members pack their bags in disgust at such duplicity. It is no secret that LIONS clan LI0NS (a breakoff clan headed by Seeferkel) was spreading discontent some months ago but IN THIS ISSUE SNOW PUSHY PRUSSIANS PUSH SILLY STALEMATES STABBED ULTIMATUMS PAGE 1 14TH MARCH / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 9 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ BRITISH FOREIGN AFFAIRS RVR SUMMARY Pushy Prussians Push Ultimatums RvR Roundup Prussians fail to grasp basic English GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH 08.03.2020 GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH The Spanish are settling into their new home 28.02.2020 on the Mosquito coast and setting up shipyards in the former British ports. There is The British this week received an ultimatum tension between the new owners and the from the Prussians. In it the Prussians have former tenants with Spain seeking to create a decided that they will take the Les Cayes region buffer zone in order to prevent a surprise from the British. They have told the British that attack by the British. It is unlikely it would be they have accepted certain conditions despite successful even if such an attack was them not agreeing to doing so and that them mounted. taking an entire region is not actually a declaration of war. This led to diplomats from The French successfully took the port of Cano several nations having a good giggle when Araguabisi from the Americans. This is the shown the screenshot below. Apparently only latest in a string of defeats for the US who they are permitted to declare war even if they are have seen several Bahamas ports being lost to the ones starting it by attacking ports. the pirates. It is only a matter of time before Seems appropriate. the Americans are pushed back to Shroud Cay The British of course within a matter of hours and once that happens, they won’t emerge reached out to Prussia’s many enemies to expand again without the help of the Russians. the war outside the Les Cayes region and to multiflip them. Prussia in a matter of weeks have The Prussians sit between the Russians and made themselves more disliked than the Swedes, playing both sides against each other. Russians, who knows how long until Sweden The Swedes say they’re “almost” close to and Russia put aside their differences to squash getting the Prussians on board to kill Russia. the server upstarts. Funnily enough, the Russians say the exact same thing. I think the only one that is The dropping of Santiago de Cuba (SdC) by laughing is Prussia who benefits from the two KRAKE may at first instance be viewed as a largest nations fighting each other and benevolent act. That is until you know that ignoring them. several nations had been approached by Britain to take the port to hand it back to them because it was intolerable that an alt clan would hold the NATO NEWS most important shipbuilding port in the nation. Further to this the Prussians knew of the volatile diplomatic situation between the clans in GB Silly Stalemates knowing that they would tear themselves apart to secure the port for themselves. This later GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH occurred when large numbers of BASTD left for the Danes in outrage of LURE securing the port 01.03.2020 for themselves over SHIPS. The Russians and NATO have been taking chunks out of each other this week with neither side decisively coming out on top. Both Russia and Sweden attempt to pull nations into their orbit. The Prussians are their main target, being the third largest RvR nation now, behind them. With the deal with the Russians now at breaking point it is likely that the Dutch will be pulled back into the conflict on the side of the Swedes. The Americans due to their proximity to the Russians would never dare to throw off the shackles of vassalage. Denmark has been emboldened this week by a growth in numbers caused by the schism in Britain. Members of BASTD have overwhelmingly chosen the two kingdoms as their new home. The ultimatum sent to the British Given their history with NATO it is unlikely they will side with them and will become an irritation in the side of the Swedes who are overextended and vulnerable to multiflipping. PAGE 2 14TH MARCH / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 9 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ SNOW DISCORD HTTPS://DISCORD.GG/98CKZUD ADVERTISE HERE (OR ELSEWHERE) FOR 10K DOUBLOONS! Contact Gregory Rainsborough on Game-Lab Forums or in-game for details. Advert space subject to availability and appropriateness and subject to approval of Editor. All adverts welcome including from nations currently in active hostility with the United Provinces. PAGE 3 14TH MARCH / / 2020 / / ISSUE NUMBER 9 WILLEMSTAD GAZETTE ❄ FRANCO-AMERICAN WAR Rooster bites bald eagle GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH battles despite heavy screening. In one instance which will be 08.03.2020 familiar to those who have fought American players before, The French like their baguettes, this is no secret. the French slaughtered the What may not be so widely known is that the screening fleet so quickly they desire for baguette often interferes with port managed to get into the port battles at what most people would call a civilised battle and then slaughter them hour of the day. The bonus of this is that daytime again. The French are set to French tend to stay up quite late, late enough to capture the entire county unless attack the Americans. That is exactly what they’ve the Americans call for aid from done! their overlords or overlord’s partners in crime. A Frenchie grabbing an American by the scruff of the neck After some initial setbacks such as the Chinese French players attacked several weeks ago but who were screened out, the French have had some success. The Americans lost two contested port HOTFIXES HIGLIGHTS • Hostility missions no longer accept random players and other nations. To enter hostility mission, you must be in the clan who took the mission or be on the allied clan list or must be in a group with an allied clan member. • Tab interface now show total BR of ships with and without undercrew. • Ship notes rebalanced and unified o All notes now create ships with port bonuses o All notes now can create ships with seasoned woods • NPC ships in the Open world can now be built with seasoned woods and carry port bonuses • Increased size of cannon stack from 100 to 500 • Trading resources are now brought to ports at random Areca palms require minimal effort to maintain (not fixed) time intervals to reduce spawn camping of resources. STATE OF THE NATION Note from the Editor GREGORY RAINSBOROUGH with since release. 13.03.2020 Many of you will disappointed by the Unity brings strength, which is why the Dutch have decision for us to move and many of us been so weak. Since release the Dutch have been a are as well. Remember folks it is just a fractured nation with little holding it together, the false game, just because you’re shooting sense of security is now completely gone but hopefully someone doesn’t mean you can’t like in time they will reassert themselves. them SNOW are leaving the Dutch, for now. From SNOW, we are grateful for the efforts of the Unity Brings Strength many clans who helped us. We extend our deepest thanks to our friends and allies who we have had the pleasure of laughing shooting and sinking together PAGE 4 
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